In this paper we show that statement (1) holds for a large class of finitely generated ideals although not for all of them. We say that ideals satisfying statement (1) have line determined extensions. We characterize these ideals to be closed ideals j(i) (in the sense of Whitney) such that for all p e B , the ideal J(i,x) is also closed. Finally, some non-trivial examples are developed.
In this paper we show that statement (1) holds for a large class of finitely generated ideals (Corollary 11, Theorem 12) although not for all of them. We say that ideals satisfying statement (1) have line determined extensions. We characterize these ideals to be closed ideals (in the sense of Whitney [5] ) such that for all p e X , the ideal 
J(t,x) is also closed (Theorem 10
O n e m a y e a s i l y v e r i f y t h a t Hi.sC a n d t h a t --(t,0) = 0 e J . oS
The fact that -e J(i) for every fixed s / 0 is immediate. 
C°(JR n+ ) be such that f(t,s ) e J(t) for every fixed s e. 1R. Then f(t,s) is in the C°-CO closure of J(i,s).
In order t o prove t h i s , we need lemma 9, whose standard proof we omit.
LEMMA 9. Let f e C°(JR n+1
). Then we have
let p e C (M) be the function 
f(t,s ) e J(t) . We must show that f(t,s) e J(t,s) = C -CO closure of

J(t,s) .
We have that, for every fixed w e R f(t,w).p.(s-w) e J(i,s) 3 (see 9 . i i ) for the d e f i n i t i o n of p . ) . So, i t follows from 9 . i ) t h a t
3 (a >- _ = f(t,
w) .(s-w)dw € J(t } s) .
Then, from 9.ii) we deduce that f(t 3 
s) e J(t 3 s).
The following theorem follows immediately from 5 and 8. finitely generated, see [/] ) it suffices to show that for every 
The latter is trivial if s / Z(J ) . So take (s ,x ) with o g o o i e Z(J ) = g (Z(J)). Denote by s" eIR ~n
jS ) j s" = (s j)...jS,J, we have equivalently r -t A.(ty(s' j s")h.(s ') . Now take an open neighbourhood W of (g(s ),s") such that W c W' and a function $ e C°(1R ) such that
Z($) = JR l \ W. We have that H("s 3 x) = $(s) .f(ip(s),x) and ^(s)â
re defined and C°° in all of J? and 1R respectively. Moreover we ii) The ideal of presentation of any Weil algebra (see [4] ) as a quotient of C (JK ) for some n e IN . We have here the simple example 2 °°( x ) £ C OR) . It may be seen directly (Taylor series expansion) that this ideal has line determined extensions. 
r have H(s t a) = t $(s)A.(\p(s)) .h. fs). So, for every fixed (s"
,
Let J = J(t) ^ fOP), I = I(x) c c°(lP) and K = K(t,x) be the ideals of flat functions on X, Y and X x Y respectively. Then, K(t y x) = J(t,x) + I(x,t) . 0
Clearly, considering Y = JFt it follows that J has line determined extensions. which for x eJR^ fixed has a 
(t,x) = <j> (t).h(t,x) . So, f(t,x) = (A(t) .<J> (t)) . h(t,x) and it may be easily seen that (A(t) . <j>(t))
is a C function and so, as it vanishes at t = 1/n, it is in J , 
